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The "cosmic" project by Lorenzo Cannelli

A modern orchestra that can play 

both original compositions and give 

 new arrangement to archive material:

The Interstellar Orchestra



LORENZO CANNELLI
INTERSTELLAR

the cognitive one, which allows his classical studies to 
be contaminate by other genres (gospel, funk, rock, 
swing, blues, R&B, popular music, TV jingles and 
soundtracks).

The result is a wave of sounds picked up from the 
universe and positioned in space, ethereal music that 
navigate from an indefinite genre, to worlds that can 
and want to receive it.

The idea is of an orchestra that can play both original 
compositions by Lorenzo Cannelli and give new 
arrangement  to  archive  material: 
the Interstellar can therefore «brand» targeted 
thematic musical situations, on specific commis-
sions  both  public  and  the  private  sector.

The ensemble is a modular  one that can vary from 13 
to 25 musicians, with horns and strings sections but it 
is also a modern orchestra that doesn't shy away from 
electric instruments (electric guitars, keyboards, 
electric bass etc.) with arrangements embedded in 
the  contemporary.

Lorenzo Cannelli, in this capacity, writes and arran-
ges in a different perspective from the one of the 
performer.

In this production he takes pen, score and baton to 
positions himself on the podium of the director and 
conductor  of  an  ensemble.

The Interstellar  is  a complex ensemble of 
heterogeneous nature, both technical as well as 
stylistic, and draws precisely on this musical 
polychromy.

The musical direction, here draws with no hesitation  
on the academic formation of Lorenzo regarding 
harmony, composition and the way of making 
arrangements.

When the orchestra plays this original material, it 
explicitly  shows  the  three  souls  of  Lorenzo:
the «people» one, where the attempt to make his 
intuitions  accessible  to  all  is  clearly  perceptible;
the spiritual one, which at the same time tends to 
make its harmonies and arrangements become 
cosmic;

The «cosmic» project by Lorenzo Cannelli

and the 

ORCHESTRA



 

At a festival, in a theater, for public events, public and / or private, 
 and wherever entertainment and quality are sought.

The «Interstellar» is one of the three Labilia productions that bear the name
 of Lorenzo Cannelli, an extraordinary talent, multi-instrumentalist, composer and arranger.

The performance highlights the Cannelli conductor at the service
of a modern ensemble, firmly anchored in his academic studies.

Show info
LORENZO CANNELLI
INTERSTELLAR ORCHESTRA
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Drums, digital piano 88 weighted keys, 15 microphones and stands,  guitar and bass amplifiers

Technical requirements

» Minimum stage size:

» Audio service:  PA system adequate for the location, Sound engineer, 9/10 monitors speakers, 5 lines D.I.

» Lighting service: According to availability 

» On site backline: 

» Other specific needs:  Possibility of three dressing rooms with bathroom

It is possible to bring own backline or part of it » Note:

9x5 meters (for 25 musicians); 7x4 meters (for 13 musicians)

An orchestra composed of twenty-five musicians scalable down to thirteen depending on space 
 and/or budget availability. Also available for themed events with «ad hoc» arrangements.



The other artists of the Interstellar Orchestra

Elena Casagrande  violin
Lucia Sargretti  violin
Lorenzo Mercatelli  viola
Katie Bruni cello
Pierpaolo Chiaraluce  double bass

Franz Piombino  electric bass
Paolo Ceccarelli  guitars

Norberto Becchetti guitar
Michele Fondacci drums 

& percussion

Matteo Ciancaleoni  trumpet
Paolo Acquaviva  trombone

Leonardo Minelli  baritone & soprano saxes
Leonardo Radicchi  tenor & soprano saxes

Fausto Paffi  tuba

CORE ORCHESTRA

piano, organ, trumpet,
composer and arrangements

LORENZO CANNELLI

Born in 1989, he is currently the teacher of ensemble 
music and music theory in various musical schools, 
an activity that he alternates between a live and a 
studio work.

To his musical training (trumpet, classical and  
composition diplomas) he also have a true passion for 
art, obtaining a degree in cultural heritage.

As a composer and musician he belongs to two 
projects: the Lorenzo Cannelli Foster Family 
(including the «unplugged» version for piano and 
string  trio)  and  the  Interstellar  Orchestra.

As a musician he is permanently in the Labilia's  
Djelem Do Mar production, in the P-Funking Street 
Marching Brass Band and in the band of the french 
singer, currently residing in London, Kevin Davy 
White.
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 www.labilia.it.
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paolosweetmusic@gmail.com

Enrica Lotta
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enricasweetmusic@gmail.com
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